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A 

1-c  2- f   3-d  4-a  5-b    6-e 

B 

1-stranded  2-set up      3-thrive              4-sentence      5-opponent          6-priority 

C 

1-is             2-don’t hurry              3- are 4- is              5- don’t go 6- will fetch      

D 

2-you will feel good about how our clothes are made if you care about the environment. 

3-you won’t add to landfill problems if you choose our clothes. 

4-if price matters to you,our low prices please you. 

5-if you buy now,we will contribute part of our profit to yes. 

6-if you want to look good,you will love the styling and colors in our new winter collection. 

7-unless you know the facts,you won’t make the right choice. 
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E 

In”My Family and Other Animals,”GeraldDurrell,a world renowned zoologist gives a laugh-packed 

account of two years he and his family spent on the Greek island of Corfu.in a series of vividly-written 

sketchs,he brings each family member to life, so that the reader comes to know Larry , Margo , Leslie , 

mother,and young Gerry as individuals with lifelike traits and interests.Throughout the three hundred 

pages,the reader meets a number of the Greek islanders,including Spiro,a pro-British taxi driver who 

befriends the family in never-to-be-forgotten ways,and the Rose-Beetle Man,who sells a number of 

hard-to-resist items such as small tortoises and rose beetles. 

MULTIPLE-CHOICE REVIEW 

1-a  2-c  3-d  4-a   5-b 

6-b  7-d   8-a  9-b  10-c 

11- (b) will get  → get 

12- (b) boiled  → boil 

13- (c) would → will 

14- (b) went off  → goes off 

15- (a) unless → if 
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A 

1-T     2- F                      3- F 4- F           5- T         6- T 

B 

1- reluctantly            2- tales               3- furious    4- intriguing          5- granted      6- drop in 

C 

1-were  2-contained  3-were  4-could be  5-had 
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D 

2-I would try to give it back to its owner. 

3-I would say “If I were in your shoe’s ,I wouldn’t buy it.” 

4-I would tell my teacher the reason that I hadn’t done my homework. 

5-How would you feel if you come top in your class. 

6-What would you do if you saw a ghost or genie? 

7-what would you do if you saw a snake in your bag? 

8-What would you do if you had a lot of money? 

E 

In order to pay his way through college,George worked at night in an iron foundry.During this time he 

became acquainted with all the company’s operations.After four years of evaluating George’s work,the 

foundry owner offered George a position as manager. Although George had planned to attend medical 

school and become a psychiatrist,he found now that the kind of work he had been doing had a far 

greater appeal for him.In fact, he accepted the offer without hesitation.when asked later if he thought he 

had made the right decision,George smiled and nodded. 

F 

1-b     2- b   3- d    4- a   5- c 

6- b 7- d     8- a  9- a 10- c 

11- (b) unless → if 

12- (b) won’t → wouldan’t 

13- (b) listen →listened 

14- (d) would → will 

15- (c) won’t → wouldn’t 
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A 

1- d      2-a 3- e 4- f 5- b                        6- c 

B 

1-  mean             2- yelling             3- chores            4- obstacles   5- frantic     6- contemplating 

C 

1-a 2-a 3-b 4-b 5-a 6-b 7-a 8-b 
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D 

2. facts: 1-Robert Kennedy didn’t become president of the United States. 

   2-He didn’t end the Vietnam War in 1969. 

Paraphrase:      Robert Kennedy would have ended the Vitnam War in 1969, but he didn’t 

become president of the US. 

3. facts: 1-Apolo13 had an explosion during its flight. 

 2-It didn’t land on the moon as planned. 

Paraphrase:     Apolo 13 would have landed on the moon as planned, but it had an 

explosion during its flight. 

4. facts: 1-Mozart died young. 

2-He didn’t finish his famous piece Requiem. 

Paraphrase:      Mozart would have finished his famous piece Requiem, but he died young. 

5. facts: 1-I was worried about my financial problem. 

 2-I didn’t enjoy my friend’s party last night. 

Paraphrase:     I would have enjoyed my friend’s party last night, but I was worried about 

my financial problem. 
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E 

1-The plumber gave me an estimate of $60;I decided to repair the faucet myself. 

2-You must buy that car today;tomorrow will be too late. 

3-The young father checked on the new baby every five minutes;he was afraid something 

would happen to her. 

4-The children who starred in the play were Kari Rosoff, nine years old; Flora Junco, twelve 

years old; and Ezra Johnson, three years old. 

5-Although the educational TV channel is sometimes a bore, at least tedious ads do not 

interrupt the programs. 

6-There are three other types of happiness , superior to that of learning: the happiness of 

love fulfilled, the happiness of serving mankind, and the happiness of creation. 

7-My sister had a profitable summer: by mowing lawns, she earned $125; by washing cars , 

$85; and by walking the neighbor’s dogs, $110. 

8-We knew a power failure had occurred; all the clocks in the building were forty-seven 

minutes slow. 

F 

  1-  a 2- d     3- b        4- b            5- c 

6- a 7- b       8- d          9- b 10- c 

11- (b) could read → could had read 

12- (c) of → have 

13- (b) would → were 

14- (c) had → have 

15- (c) didn’t forget → hadn’t forgotten 
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A 

1-d  2-f  3- a  4-c  5-b  6-e 

B 

1-  pool   2- meteorologists 3- tropical  4- withstand     5- scrap          6- sift 

C 

1-told 2-wanted 3-her                4-said 5-had                6- said          7-her   

 8-told 9-wasn’t                 10-told            11-her 12-she’d          13-are 
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D 

1-they greeted each other,and he asked her how her day had been. 

2-she replied that she had had  a very buisy day. 

3-she described how she had felt and what she had been thinking. 

4-after that,she eagerly turned to her husband and asked how his day had been. 

5-during the meal,her husband told the group that something extraordinary had happened 

to him that day. 

6-she says that women use conversation to establish closeness in a relationship. 

E 

1-“It’s all lies”Boyle cried. 

2-“Do you think so?” Inspector Wiley asked mildly. 

3-“Think so? I know it,”Boyle answered sharply. 

4-“And no doubt,”the inspector continued,”you can prove it.Where were you on Saturday night, the night 

of the robbery?” 

5-“I was at the Roxy with my wife,”Boyle replied. “we saw Gone with the wind.The film lasted four hours.” 

6-“But,”cried the inspector , “the Roxy was closed all last weekend.” 

F 

   1-  b         2- c    3- a             4- d             5-b 

 6- d          7- a    8- c          9- b           10- b 

11- (a) said;→ said, 

12- (a) has → had 

13- (d) right now  → then 

14- (d) me. → me.” 

15- (d)   here → there 
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A 

a problem a tablet sugar a puzzle a mystery powdered 
soup 

solve   

dissolve   

B 

1-  herbal   2- drawsiness    3- pesticides            4- astounding          5- deprivation       6- supplementry 

C 

1-invited   2-asked   3-to slow   4-not to  5-to show  6-ordered  7-told  8-invited 
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D 

2-buckle your seat belt, please. 

3-slow down. 

4-Don’t speed. 

5-could I see your licence please? 

6-Give me your permit. 

7-Take the wheel and follow me to the police station. 

8-would you like to have dinner at my place? 

E 

1-and           2-and             3-and 4-as well  5-and    6-but 7-yet  

8-either      9-or   10-for             11-and     12-and    13-but              14-and 

F 

 1-b  2- a     3- d        4- c             5- c 

6- c 7-d   8-d           9- a            10- a 

11- (c) wearing→ wear 

12- (b) went → had gone 

13- (c) cold.”→cold,” 

14- (b) unless→ if 

15- (a) knew→ hadn’t known 
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A 

Verb Noun Adjective Adverb 

nastiness nasty nastily 

administer administration administrative administratively 

maturity mature 

impress impression impressive impressively 

evaluate evaluation evaluative evaluatively 

legitimize legitimacy legitimate legitimately 

B 

1-administrative    2-impressively   3-maturity   4-legitimacy      5-nasty          6-evaluative 

C 

1-was                2-was          3-was          4-had been keeping/kept         5-had not         6-hadn’t keeping   

7-had been       8-spent       9-told         10-went       11-didn’t have      12-told       13-was    

14-smoked       15-smoked      16-took        17-didn’t have    
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D 

2-she asked me if I had worked before. 

3-she wanted to know why I wanted the job. 

4-I remember she asked how I had hears about it. 

5-she wondered if I was fit. 

6-Then she asked me if I could work on Saturdays. 

7-she wanted to know how I would travel to work. 

8-and she asked me if I had gotten a bicycle. 

9-she also asked how much I hoped to earn. 

10-And finally she asked when I could start. 

E 

1-Next  2-first  3-second  4-also  5-finally 

F 

1- c  2- a                   3- b        4- d    5- b 

6- c 7- a       8-a         9- b  10- d 

11- (d) name? → name. 

12- (a) said → asked 

13- (d) should she → she should 

14- (b) is planning → was planning 

15- (b) that how long → how long 
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A 

1→ c 2 → a 3 → d                 4 → d 5 → a     6 → b 

B 

1-erratically  2-harassment  3-presumably  4-investigator  5-legendary  6-sympathetic 

C 

2-Nearly $50000 was taken from the hotel safe. 

3-Several of the bedrooms were broken by thieves. 

4-Articles of value were removed. 

5-several pieces of equipment were damaged. 

6&7-The chef was injured when he tried to stop them and they left him lying unconscious on the floor. 

8-The thives were arrested by police early this morning. 
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D 

2- How often do you get it done? 

3- Did you get it winterize? 

4- Have you ever gotten snow tires put on? 

5- Are you going to get snow tires put on for the trip? 

6- How often have you gotten it checked since them? 

7- Why do you get it done there? 

E 

1-However        2-but  3-as a result   4-first  5-second  6 -third 

7-for example  8-to sum up   9-in contrast  10-and  11-also 

F 

 1-c  2- a                  3- b        4- d    5- c 

 6- c 7- a                      8- b 9- d 10- a 

11- (c) join → are joined 

12- (c) ;however, → ,however, 

13- (a) to wrap → to be warped 

14- (a) were not allowed → didn’t allow 

15- (b) to value→ valued 
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A 

1 → T 

2 → F 

3 → F 

4 → T 

5 → T 

6 → F 

B 

1 → vegetate 

2  → crucial 

3 → leisure 

4 → mesmerized 

5 → validate 

6 → breakneck 
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C 

1 → flying 

2 → letting 

3 → you flying to 

4 → traveling 

5 → learning 

6 → flying 

7 → doing 

8 → my asking 

9 → your flying 

10 → any one’s 

D 

2-Tom is annoyed by Helen’s talking on the phone to her boss on weekends. 

3-Helen can’t tolerate Tom’s being rude to her family. 

4-Tom dislikes Helen’s terrible cooking. 

5-Helen is disturbed by Tom’s swearing at other drivers. 

6-Helen resents Tom’s spending hours in front of the TV. 

7-Tom can’t sleep because of Helen’s snoring. 

8-I can’t stand their fighting all the time when I am around them. 

9-I really appreciate your always having good advice. 
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E 

1- 

2- 

3- 

4- 

5- 

6- 

F 

1-a  2- c      3- b        4- d    5- d 

 6- c 7- a   8- b             9- d          10- d 

11- (a) to have → having 

12- (c) to make → making 

13- (b) considering → considered 

14- (d) delaying → being delayed 

15- (c) However → besides 
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A 

1-d  2-f   3-a  4-e  5-c  6-b 

B 

1- glimpse 2- blend 3- bail                  4- drainedb 5- stalled 6- sighed 

C 

2- a)   3- a)  4-a)            5-a)                  6-a)  7-a)      8-a)    

     b) b)     b)  b)  b)  b)  b)
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D 

2-We must avoid wasting so much time. 

3-Sometimes, a country refuses to take part in the Olympics. 

4-I like to see the Rocky Mountains some day. 

5-I meant to give Judy a nice welcome yesterday. 

6-I always like to see my doctor once a year. 

7-The buses usually stop running before midnight. 

8-We made an agreement to work together last year. 

9-You promised to carry on shooting the film yesterday. 

10-My father seems to be getting better now. 

E 

1-However  2-but    3-in fact     4-As a result        5-Furthermore   

6-In contrast 7-Moreover         8-so          9-nor 

F 

   1-  a       2- b        3- b                 4-d           5- c 

 6- d      7- b        8- a   9- a 10- c 

11- (d) to be purchased → to purchase 

12- (b) be considering → consider 

13- (d) achieving → to achive 

14- (c) giving → to give 

15- (d) eat → eating 
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A 

Verb Noun Adjective Adverb 

include inclusion inclusive inclusively 

assign assignment 

emerge emergency emergent 

individualize individual individual individually 

permit permissiveness permissive permissively 

intractability intractable intractably 

B 

1- individually         2- assignment          3- emerge          4- intractability           5- permissive          6- inclusion 

C 

1- let 2- made     3- let 4- made 5- let 6-got                 7-helped 

 8-had             9- made 10- have             11-made                   12-let 13-made 
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D 

1-made to wear        2-let us wear 3-made us change          4-to be 

 5-made me suffer         6-let’s expand            7-made the shoes expand    8 –helped me get 

E 

1-first 2- for example 3- as a result of 5- and    6- as a result of 

8-nor 9-in spite of     11-moreover    12-however      13-however    

14-however     15-however 19-because of 20-and 

F 

  1-  a 2- d  3- d             4- b              5- c 

6- b 7- d    8- b 9-a           10- c 

11- (d) learn → to learn 

12- (a) said → told 

13- (b) could come →could had come 

14- (a) to have → having 

15- (b) we’ll protect → we’ll be protected 
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